
T E C H N I C A L  R I D E R

F I N K  T R E E
_______________ 

This document contains information and minimal requirements about making a gig happen  
at the appropriate level. Both technically and artistically.

It is required to read the content of this document throughly by the Organizer and
the Technical Service of the live show.

Band manager: Grzegorz Nowotarski, tel. +31 06 26 997 523

Any questions, concerns related to instruments and technical issues: 
Mikołaj Adamczewski, tel. +48 509 844 248

___________________________________________________________________________  
FRONT SYSTEM
Sound system must be fully functional, free of noise, mains hum and with an equalized 
frequency. The equipment should be chosen according to the size of the auditorium and evenly 
covered with sound. The system should be started and tuned in before the band arrives by the 
system technician who will be present during the rehearsal and concert.

FRONT MIXER
Mixer set in the axis of the stage in the middle of the audience, protected against weather 
conditions and access by third parties. Preferred mixers: Yamaha (CL5, CL3, QL5, QL1), 
Soundcraft (Seria VI), Midas (Seria Pro, M32).

MONITOR MIXER
Monitor mixer should be on the right side of the stage, another console setting is acceptable. In 
the case of a concert in clubs and smaller rooms, where it is not possible to use an additional 
console, the listening session takes place from the level of the front mixer. The selection of the 
mixer is left to the technical service of the event and the producer.

STAGE MONITOR SYSTEM
The band requires 4 listening tracks: 3 x wedge and 1 x monitor signal for the drummer mixer 
(Jack / XLR).



INPUT LIST:
1. Kick D6/Beta 52

2. Snare SM57

3. Snare bottom SM57

4. Hi-Hat SM81

5. Tom e604

6. Tom2 e604

7. Floortom e604

8. Oh L AKG C414

9. Oh R AKG C414

10. Loop L dibox

11. Loop R dibox

12. Click dibox

13. Bass XLR

14. Ac Guit dibox

15. Git E906/SM57

16. Git E906/SM57

17. Piano Jack-Jack stereo

18. Bass vox SM58

19. Main Vox SM58

20. Piano Vox SM58



STAGE PLACEMENT

 
BACKSTAGE
- 8 small water bottles

- 5 hot dinner meals  

optionally:

- 6 regional beers

- 6 redbull cans




